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Abstract
Determining the boundaries between species and deciding when to describe new
species are challenging practices that are particularly difficult in groups with high
levels of geographic variation. The coast horned lizards (Phrynosoma blainvillii, Phrynosoma cerroense and P. coronatum) have an extensive geographic distribution spanning
many distinctive ecological regions ranging from northern California to the Cape
Region of Baja California, Mexico, and populations differ substantially with respect to
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external morphology across much of this range. The number of taxa recognized in
the group has been reevaluated by herpetologists over 20 times during the last
180 years, and typically without the aid of explicit species delimitation methods,
resulting in a turbulent taxonomy containing anywhere from one to seven taxa. In
this study, we evaluate taxonomic trends through time by ranking 15 of these species delimitation models (SDMs) using coalescent analyses of nuclear loci and SNPs
in a Bayesian model comparison framework. Species delimitation models containing
more species were generally favoured by Bayesian model selection; however, several
three-species models outperformed some four- and five-species SDMs, and the topranked model, which contained five species, outperformed all SDMs containing six
species. Model performance peaked in the 1950s based on marginal likelihoods estimated from nuclear loci and SNPs. Not surprisingly, SDMs based on genetic data
outperformed morphological taxonomies when using genetic data alone to evaluate
models. The de novo estimation of population structure favours a three-population
model that matches the currently recognized integrative taxonomy containing three
species. We discuss why Bayesian model selection might favour models containing
more species, and why recognizing more than three species might be warranted.
KEYWORDS

Bayes factor, ddRADseq, Phrynosoma coronatum, phylogeography, SNP, species delimitation,
taxonomy

1 | INTRODUCTION

Marshall, 2004), phylogeny (Pons et al., 2006) or coalescent models
, Burbrink, McGuire, & Moritz, 2012). In general,
(Fujita, Leache

Species delimitation is the practice of determining the number of spe-

genetic-based species delimitation methods can be grouped into two

cies and their boundaries and is a critical step for identifying the fun-

categories: species discovery vs. species validation (Carstens, Pel-

damental biological units of the Genealogy of Life. Genetic data play

letier, Reid, & Satler, 2013). Species discovery methods do not

a crucial role in species delimitation, and a large number of methods

require any assumptions regarding species membership and are

are available that delimit species using genetic distances (Sites &

therefore useful for initial assessments of biodiversity and discovering
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new species (Kapli et al., 2017). Species validation aims to estimate
the probability that predefined species represent independent evolutionary lineages (Hotaling et al., 2016). Taxonomic groups with long
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T A B L E 1 Taxonomic hypotheses evaluated for coast horned
lizards using Bayesian model comparison
Modela

Taxab

and detailed histories of systematic study provide a rich set of models

De Blainville (1835)

for species validation model testing and investigating trends in the

Stejneger (1893)

3

Van Denburgh (1894)

3

Bryant (1911)

4

performance of species delimitation models (SDMs) through time.
Bayesian model comparison is a statistical framework for evaluating predefined SDMs and ranking competing taxonomies (Grummer,
Bryson, & Reeder, 2013). Differences among the competing SDMs
may include alternative partitioning schemes for the number of species, different assignments of populations into species or both. After
defining SDMs that represent each taxonomic model, the marginal

c

1

Schmidt (1922)

5

Van Denburgh (1922)

4

Linsdale (1932)

5

Klauber (1936)d

5

likelihood for the model can be estimated from multilocus genetic

Smith and Taylor (1950)

5

data. The marginal likelihood is the fit of a model to a data set that

Reeve (1952)

6

is weighted with respect to the prior, over the entire parameter

Presch (1969)

2

space, and can therefore naturally compare models with different

Jennings (1988)

6

 2018). The
numbers of parameters (Oaks, Cobb, Minin, & Leache

Montanucci (2004)

4

SDMs are ranked by their marginal likelihoods, and then, Bayes fac-

 et al. (2009)
Leache

3

tors (Jeffreys, 1935) are used to assess support for model rankings

Yang and Rannala (2014)

5

(Kass & Raftery, 1995). The aim of this study was to evaluate existing taxonomic models using a Bayesian model comparison framework to investigate trends in taxonomy through time in a
geographically variable and widespread terrestrial vertebrate species

a

Notes. Additional models that could not be included are described in
Materials and Methods. bSpecies or subspecies. cThe one-species model
was proposed again by Grismer and Mellink (1994) and Brattstrom
(1997). dTevis (1944) proposed a similar model.

group with a long history of taxonomic instability.
The number of taxa recognized within the coast horned lizards

however, an integrative taxonomy recognizing three species was

(Phrynosoma coronatum, Phrynosoma cerroense and Phrynosoma

advocated based on a combination of evidence from phylogeny,

blainvillii) has been reevaluated by herpetologists over 20 times since

 et al., 2009). A more
morphology, ecology and gene flow (Leache

the original description of P. coronatum by De Blainville, 1835

recent species delimitation analysis using two nuclear loci provided

(Table 1). The species complex has an extensive distribution span-

evidence for recognizing the five mtDNA clades as separate species

ning many distinctive phytogeographic regions from northern Califor-

(Yang & Rannala, 2014), although no taxonomic changes were made.

nia to the Cape Region of Baja California, Mexico, and populations

We hypothesize that taxonomic accuracy should increase

differ with respect to external morphology across much of this range

through time as more data and specimens become available for spe-

(Grismer, 2002). An increased understanding of geographic variation

cies delimitation analysis. If true, there should be a positive relation-

in external morphology underlies most of the taxonomic changes

ship between SDM performance (as measured by marginal likelihood

made from the 1800s to the early 1900s, and these reappraisals

scores) and publication date. Here, we evaluate 15 SDMs for coast

resulted in seven new taxa, most with type localities separated by

horned lizards using coalescent species tree analyses within a Baye-

approximately 200 kilometres. By the 1930s, most of the extensive

sian model comparison framework. For each SDM, we partition the

sampling gaps in the geographic distribution were filled, and areas of

samples to reflect the taxonomic model, and then rank SDMs by

gradual variation were characterized (Klauber, 1936). However, the

their marginal likelihood scores and test their support using Bayes

number of recognized taxa continued to fluctuate between two and

factors. No distinction is made between the species and subspecies

six with the accumulation of new specimens and data, and differing

category, because species tree inference using the multispecies coa-

views on whether taxonomic units should occupy the level of spe-

lescent (MSC) model does not consider gene flow, and therefore

cies, subspecies or pattern class contributed to further taxonomic

treats both as independent and genetically isolated lineages. In addi-

revisions (Grismer & Mellink, 1994).

tion to conducting species validation analyses by ranking preexisting

Using genomic data to rank taxonomic hypotheses in a group
with a long history of study by many of the distinguished naturalists

SDMs, we also use species discovery approaches for the de novo
estimation of species diversity and population structure.

of the 19th and 20th centuries presents an opportunity to investigate trends in taxonomy through time. The first rigorous statistical
examination of morphological and colour pattern characters within
P. coronatum provided evidence for four distinct species, one of
which, Phrynosoma wigginsi, was described as new (Montanucci,

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Sampling

2004). The first phylogeographic study of the group used mitochon-

We included representatives from all taxa described within the

drial DNA (mtDNA) and identified five major clades (Figure 1);

Phrynosoma coronatum complex, which facilitates an evaluation of
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K=5 (mtDNA)
64

VNTR1
VNTR2
78
VNTR3
99
VNTR4
LA2
73
97
MTRY1
50
SBNT1
100
KRN3
94
KRN1
79
KRN2
50
LA1
SNBRN4
54 SNBRN3
76
99 ORNG6
65
ORNG4
ORNG3
79
RVRS2
RVRS1
RVRS6
77
SD23
P. blainvillii
SD22
BCN14
75
SD16
99
SD3
SD11
84
SD20
SD26
P. cerroense
82
BCN10
100
BCN9
BCN7
BCN6
BCN2
100
51
BCN3
86
BCN8
73
BCS6
89
BCS12
64
BCS19
BCS20
57
BCS1
BCS16
59
54
BCS4
P. coronatum
55
BCS17
BCS18
93
BCS7
100
BCS11
BCS3
0.0003
substitutions/site

Northern
CA

MTRY-1
SBNT-1

KRN-1
KRN-2,3

LA-1

LA2

SNBRN-3,4

VNTR-1,2,3,4
ORNG-3,4,6

Southern
CA

RVRS-6
RVRS-1,2
SD-26
SD-20
SD-3
SD-16

SD-22,23
SD-11

CA
MX

BCN-14

Northern
Baja CA

BCN-9,10
BCN-3
BCN-2
BCN-6
BCN-7

BCN-8
BCS-12
BCS-6

Central
Baja CA

BCS-19,20

BCS-17

Southern
Baja CA

BCS-18
BCS-1
BCS-4

BCS-16
BCS-7

BCS-11
BCS-3

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Membership probability

F I G U R E 1 Phylogeographic structure of coast horned lizards. The maximum-likelihood phylogeny was estimated using a concatenated SNP
,
matrix in RAXML v.8.2.0 (Stamatakis, 2014) with an HKY85 model (Hasegawa et al., 1985) and Felsenstein acquisition bias correction (Leache
Banbury, et al., 2015). The phylogeny and probability of assignment of individuals to different clusters (estimated using the compoplot function
 et al. (2009). Bootstrap values calculated from 1,000 replicates
in adegenet) are colour-coded to reflect the five mtDNA groups from Leache
≥50% are shown. The SNP data suggest extensive admixture among the Californian populations [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

most taxonomic proposals. For each SDM evaluated, we partitioned

assigned to one species. Later studies by Linsdale (1932), Cuesta

the samples to reflect the appropriate number of taxa, and the sam-

Terron (1932), and Klauber (1936) recognized only one taxon on

ples were assigned to their relevant partitions. Some published stud-

Cedros Island (“cerroense”) and applied “jamesi” to population on the

ies could not be included, because it was not possible to provide

Baja California Peninsula. Supporting Information Figures S1 and S2

accurate species assignments. For example, Tevis (1944) did not dis-

illustrate the geographic distributions assumed for taxa under each

cuss or illustrate the geographic limits of “blainvillii” and did not men-

SDM.

tion the status of “cerroense.” Similarly, Cuesta Terron (1932) and
Martın del Campo (1934) lacked the information required to establish accurate boundaries between taxa. In addition, the SDM pro-

2.2 | Nuclear genes

posed by Schmidt (1922) includes two sympatric species on Cedros

We used eight nuclear genes to compare the 15 SDMs (Table 1,

Island (Phrynosoma cerroense and Phrynosoma jamesi); Cedros Island

Supporting Information Figure S1), including six loci sequenced for

is represented by only one sample in our study, and it could only be

this study (BACH1, EXPH5, NKTR, NOS1, PNN and R35), and two
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T A B L E 2 Characteristics of the eight nuclear loci used for species
delimitation

from the Sequence Read Archive database (SRA PRJNA294316;

Base
pairs

, Banbury, Felsenstein, Nieto-Montes de Oca, & Stamatakis,
Leache

Variable
sites

Per cent
variable

2015). The laboratory procedure for library preparation follows

939

19

2.0

the restriction enzymes SbfI and MspI (New England Biolabs), fol-

66

529

14

2.6

lowed by bead purification and ligation of barcoded Illumina adaptors,

EXPH5

40

790

38

4.8

size selection and library quantification. Samples were sequenced on

NKTR

41

550

19

3.5

a single Illumina HiSeq 2500 lane (50-bp, single-end reads) shared

NOS1

39

636

35

5.5

with samples for other projects at the QB3 facility at UC Berkeley.

PNN

42

860

21

2.4

Gene

Sequences

BACH1

38

BDNF

R35

39

701

21

3.0

RAG1

68

1054

44

4.2

, Banbury, et al. (2015). Briefly, we double-digested DNA using
Leache

We processed raw Illumina reads using the program

IPYRAD

v.0.7.13 (Eaton, 2014). We clustered the filtered reads for each sample using the program

VSEARCH

v.1.1.0 (Edgar, 2010), using a cluster-

ing threshold of 88% and using previous ddRADseq assemblies of
, Banbury, et al., 2015;
phrynosomatid lizards as a guide (Leache

PopSet:

, Chavez, et al. 2015). We removed consensus sequences that
Leache

255983692 and RAG1 PopSet: 255983556). The number of samples

had low coverage (<6 reads), excessive undetermined or heterozy-

additional

loci

downloaded

from

GenBank

(BDNF

sequenced for each locus ranged from 38 to 68 (Table 2; Supporting

gous sites (>5), too many haplotypes (>2 for diploids) and an excess

Information Table S1). One outgroup species, Phrynosoma solare,

of shared heterozygosity among samples (paralog filter = 0.5). We

which is supported as one of the closest extant relatives of the

used two different levels of missing data for the final SNP align-

 & Linkem, 2015), was included to perP. coronatum complex (Leache

ments. For population structure analyses, we excluded loci contain-

mit an evaluation of a one-species model for the entire P. coronatum

ing ≥50% missing data, and for coalescent species delimitation, we

complex. Laboratory protocols for extraction, PCR and Sanger

only included loci with no missing data. As a further filtering step,

sequencing followed Nieto-Montes de Oca, Arenas-Moreno, Beltran-

we excluded singleton SNPs. Allelic dropout (Arnold, Corbett-Detig,

 (2014). We aligned the nuclear loci using
Sanchez, and Leache

MUSCLE

Hartl, & Bomblies, 2013) caused a drastic reduction in the number

v3.8 (Edgar, 2004) and phased each locus computationally using the

of shared SNPs when including an outgroup species, and this pre-

program

PHASE

v2.1.1 (Stephens & Donnelly, 2003; Stephens, Smith,

vented the inclusion of the one-species SDM.

& Donnelly, 2001). We selected nucleotide substitution model for
each locus from among a set of 24 candidate models using the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) implemented in

JMODELTEST

2.4 | Bayesian model comparison

v2.1.3 (Darriba, Taboada, Doallo, & Posada, 2012). We conducted

We conducted Bayesian model comparison with the nuclear gene

species delimitation analyses using genotype alignments with

data using Bayes factor delimitation (BFD; Grummer et al., 2013). For

heterozygotes coded using standard ambiguity codes, as well as with

each SDM, we conducted species tree estimation and calculated the

haplotype alignments using phased alleles. The phased data analyses

marginal likelihoods necessary for model comparison using

included all alleles regardless of the level of phasing confidence.

(Drummond, Suchard, Xie, & Rambaut, 2012). The species tree analy-

Removal of the low phase probability alleles removed (probabil-

sis uses the MSC to estimate posterior probability distributions for

ity < 0.9) did not result in appreciable differences in SDM rankings

the species tree topology, divergence times and population sizes

(results not shown).

(Heled & Drummond, 2010). The species tree is estimated during

BEAST

v.1.8

marginal likelihood estimation, and therefore, the tree topology does
not have to be assumed prior to analysis. The site models, clock mod-

2.3 | SNP data

els and gene trees were unlinked across loci, and the strict clock was
We collected new SNP data for 36 samples to evaluate SDMs

applied to each locus. We applied the HKY model (Hasegawa,

(Table 3; Supporting Information Table S2) using double-digestion

Kishino, & Yano, 1985) to each locus, because this model was

restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (ddRADseq; Peterson,

included in the 95% credible set of models computed using the BIC

Weber, Kay, Fisher, & Hoekstra, 2012). We downloaded data for ten

(results not shown). Six replicate analyses were conducted with ran-

additional samples used in a phrynosomatid lizard phylogeny study

dom starting seeds and chain lengths of 250 million generations with

T A B L E 3 Summary of the ddRADseq
data. Values are averages for all samples
within a species

Species

N

Readsa

Passedb

Depthc

Locid

Polymorphice

P. blainvillii

27

1,752,384

1,751,647

11.5

4,271

0.00396

P. cerroense

11

1,562,597

1,562,154

14.7

3,820

0.00452

P. coronatum

8

1,269,113

1,268,575

11.9

3,467

0.00458

Notes. aRaw read count after sample demultiplexing. bReads passing quality filters. cMean sequencing depth per cluster. dLoci passing quality filters. eFrequency of polymorphic sites.
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parameters sampled every 100,000 steps. The analysis with the high-

2005; Guillot, Santos, & Estoup, 2008). The method estimates poste-

est marginal likelihood was used for model comparisons. The analyses

rior probabilities for the number of populations and sample assign-

achieved high effective sample sizes (≥200) for parameters, and this

ments, and produces a graphical output of the spatial distribution of

was used as a proxy for convergence. To estimate the marginal likeli-

populations (Guillot et al., 2005). We conducted an initial analysis to

hood for each SDM, we used stepping-stone sampling (Baele, Li,

identify the most probable number of population clusters (K = 1 to

Drummond, Suchard, & Lemey, 2013; Baele et al., 2012) with 100

6), as inferred by the posterior density of population clusters visited

steps (one million iterations each, 10% burn-in), with each step differ-

during the MCMC analysis (one million iterations, 10% burn-in).

ing in the contribution of the data to the overall marginal likelihood.
We conducted Bayesian model comparison with the SNP data fol, Fujita, Minin, & Bouckaert, 2014).
lowing the BFD* protocol (Leache

Next, we conducted an analysis under the K value that received the
highest posterior density from step one. To check for convergence,
we replicated the MCMC analyses twice.
We estimated population structure with the SNP data using the

For each SDM, we conducted species tree estimation and calculated
marginal likelihoods using SNAPP v1.3.0 (Bryant, Bouckaert, Felsenstein,

R

package adegenet v.2.0.1 (Jombart, 2008; Jombart & Ahmed,

v.2.4.8 (Bouckaert et al.,

2011). We explored population cluster models using the find.clust

2014). We implemented a normal prior on the root of the species tree

function using 40 principal components (PCs) to maximize our ability

(mean = 8.4; sigma = 1.5) to obtain divergence times that match esti-

to find groups. We conducted de novo population clustering for

 & Linmates from a phylogenomic study (6–11 million years; Leache

K = 1 to 10. To select the optimal population cluster model, we used

kem, 2015). The mutation rates u and v were set to 1.0. We set the

the BIC. We also conducted discriminant analysis of principal com-

prior for the expected genetic divergence (h) using a gamma distribu-

ponents (DAPC, Jombart, Devillard, & Balloux, 2010) using the mito-

tion h  G(2, 400) with a mean of alpha/beta = 0.005. We assigned a

 et al., 2009).
chondrial DNA (mtDNA) clade assignments (Leache

gamma hyperprior for the speciation rate parameter lambda (k)  G

Finally, we used the compoplot function to generate a barplot show-

(2, 200) with a mean alpha 9 beta = 400. To estimate the marginal

ing the probabilities for assignments of individuals to the five differ-

likelihood for each SDM, we performed a stepping-stone analysis

ent mtDNA clades (Figure 1).

Rosenberg, & RoyChoudhury, 2012) in

BEAST

using the PathSampleAnalyser (alpha = 0.3) with 40 steps (50,000
iterations, 12,000 pre-burn-in). We repeated each analysis twice using
random starting seeds to ensure stable marginal likelihood estimation.

2.7 | Single-locus species discovery
We compared distance-based and tree-based single-locus species dis-

2.5 | Taxonomic trends

covery methods using mtDNA data. These analyses used previously
published mtDNA sequence data from three gene regions, 12S, ND1

We investigated taxonomic trends by performing curve fitting and

 et al., 2009). The Automatic Barcode Gap Discovery
and ND2 (Leache

model selection in R v.3.4.0 (R Core Team 2017). We used the marginal

(ABGD) method is a distance-based method that calculates the loca-

likelihood score for each SDM as a measure of taxonomic performance.

tion of the barcode gap separating intraspecific and interspecific dis-

Models with higher marginal likelihood scores were considered to have

tances (Puillandre, Lambert, Brouillet, & Achaz, 2012). We used the

outperformed those with lower scores. Several empirical studies have

default prior range for maximum intraspecific divergence (0.001 to

demonstrated that models containing more species tend to receive

0.1) and a minimum slope increase (X) of 1.5. The mPTP model is a

higher marginal likelihoods (Bryson et al., 2014; Nieto-Montes de Oca

phylogeny-aware Poisson tree process that accommodates different

et al., 2017). Therefore, we tested for a positive relationship between

rates of coalescence within clades and uses a phylogenetic tree (nonul-

SDM performance and the number of taxa in the model. We tested for

trametric) to determine the transition points from speciation to coales-

a relationship between publication date and marginal likelihood score

cent processes (Kapli et al., 2017). The gene trees (one for each gene)

to investigate trends in the performance of SDMs through time. For

were estimated using maximum-likelihood (ML) with the GTRGAMMA

each relationship, three linear models were fit to the data (first-, sec-

model in RAXML v.8.2.0 (Stamatakis, 2014). Redundant sequences were

ond- and third-degree polynomials), and their likelihood scores were

removed from the alignments to avoid unnecessary computations dur-

compared using their Akaike information criterion (AIC) scores (Akaike,

ing the mPTP analysis. We used both ML and MCMC analyses with

1973). We ranked the regression models by their weighted AIC scores,

the multioption to enable variable coalescence rates and the default

and the best model was selected for regression analysis.

minimum branch length of 0.0001. The MCMC simulations used ten
replicate MCMC runs (steps = 10M, sample interval = 1M, burn-

2.6 | Population structure
Given that many if not most of the taxonomic changes in this system reflect differing opinions on how to partition geographic variation into discrete units, we were interested in estimating population
structure de novo using the multilocus data. First, we used the eight

in = 1M), each starting from a random delimitation.

3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Nuclear genes and SNP data

nuclear loci to estimate a spatially explicit population structure

Table 2 provides a summary of the genetic diversity of the eight

v.4.0 (Guillot, Estoup, Mortier, & Cosson,

nuclear loci. The variability among the loci ranged from 2.0%

model using

GENELAND
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(BACH1) to 5.5% (NOS1), and these calculations are based on coast

positive linear regression between the SNP model performance and

horned lizard genetic variation (the outgroup species P. solare is

number of taxa (adjusted R2 = 0.277; P = 0.046; Figure 2b). The

excluded). Illumina sequencing provided an average of 1.2 to 1.7 mil-

number of species in an SDM does not necessarily predict model

lion raw sequence reads and an average sequencing depth of

rankings. For example, several three-species models outperformed

12.7 9 (Table 3). The final SNP assemblies contained 4,960 SNPs

some four- and five-species SDMs, and the top-ranked five-species

for population structure analysis (sampling one random SNP per

model outperformed the SDMs containing six species (Figure 2b).

locus and excluded loci containing ≥50% missing data), and 243

The relationship between publication year and model performance

SNPs for species delimitation (allowing no missing data and after

reaches a plateau in the 1950s, and this relationship is significant

removing singletons).

using nuclear genes (adjusted R2 = 0.4; P < 0.046) and SNPs (adjusted R2 = 0.515; P = 0.016; Figure 2c). Supporting Information
Table S3 provides AIC results comparing different curve fitting

3.2 | Model rankings

models.

Table 4 provides the rankings of SDMs based on Bayesian analyses
of the nuclear loci and the SNP data. A five-species SDM (Yang &
Rannala, 2014) is the top-ranked model. The Bayes factors separat-

3.4 | Population structure

ing the top model from the others are decisive (≥12). The marginal

Analyses of the nuclear loci using a spatially explicit population

likelihood estimates obtained using nuclear loci (genotypes or phased

structure model suggest that a three-population model best

alleles) and SNPs place the same SDMs in the top five (Yang & Ran-

describes the data (posterior probability = 0.48; Figure 3a). The

nala, Jennings, Linsdale, Reeve, Smith & Taylor), but their rankings

geographic distributions for populations under the K = 3 model

differ among the data sets (Table 4).

coincide with the currently recognized distributions of Phrynosoma
blainvillii, P. cerroense and P. coronatum (Figure 3a). Sample clustering using the SNP data with a de novo approach also suggests that

3.3 | Taxonomic trends

K = 3 provides the optimal population model (Figure 3b), and the

Curve fitting supported a parabolic relationship between publication

geographic distributions under that model match those estimated

year and the number of taxa, with the number of taxa increasing

with the nuclear loci (Figure 3). Population models higher than

prior to the 1960s and decreasing after (adjusted R2 = 0.47;

K = 3 are nearly equivalent in BIC score and further divide samples

P = 0.0222; Figure 2a). We inferred a plateauing positive relation-

from Northern California (results not shown). We also used DAPC

ship between the number of taxa in an SDM and the marginal like-

analysis of the SNP data to calculate assignment probabilities of

lihood score for nuclear genes (adjusted R = 0.8; P < 0.001) and a

samples to mtDNA clade assignments; these assignments are

2

T A B L E 4 Statistical ranks for 15 SDMs, ordered chronologically, including the marginal likelihood estimate (MLE) and Bayes factor (BF)
Nuclear genes (alleles)
Model

Taxa

Rank

De Blainville (1835)a

1

15

MLE
12204.0

Nuclear genes (genotypes)

SNPs

2lnBF

Rank

+622

14

MLE

2lnBF

Rank

9835.0

+208

–

MLE

2lnBF
–

3

13

12122.2

+458

13

9815.2

+169

–

3

6

11958.6

+131

9

9756.0

+50

11

6304.4

+1444

Bryant, (1911)

4

11

11988.5

+191

12

9768.2

+75

12

6359.4

+1554

Schmidt, (1922)

5

7

11961.0

+136

10

9759.0

+56

9

6152.9

+1141

Van Denburgh (1922)

4

10

11985.4

+185

11

9766.0

+70

10

6215.0

+1265

Linsdale, (1932)

5

3

11923.1

+60

2

9737.1

+12

2

5592.9

+21

Klauber, (1936)

5

8

11962.6

+139

6

9743.9

+26

7

5893.3

+622

Smith & Taylor (1950)

5

5

11938.6

+91

3

9737.7

+14

5

5820.3

+476

Reeve (1952)

6

4

11925.3

+65

5

9743.5

+25

4

5820.0

+455

Presch (1969)

2

14

12172.6

+559

15

9836.0

+210

–

Jennings, (1988)

6

2

11915.8

+46

4

9739.5

+17

3

5600.1

+35

Montanucci, (2004)

4

12

11994.2

+202

7

9747.7

+34

8

5984.8

+805

 et al., (2009)
Leache

3

9

11967.3

+149

8

9748.8

+36

6

5839.0

+513

Yang & Rannala (2014)

5

1

11893.0

0

1

9730.9

0

1

5582.4

0

b

–

–

Van Denburgh (1894)

Stejneger (1893)

b

–

–

–

Notes. aThe one-species model could not be tested with the SNP data due to a lack of shared data with the outgroup, P. solare. bThe SNP analysis
failed to convergence. The sample partitions are highly imbalanced, and the posterior estimates for population size and clock rate become trapped on
extreme values.
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F I G U R E 2 Taxonomic trends through
time in coast horned lizards. (a) There is a
nonlinear relationship between publication
year and number of taxa with a peak in
the mid-1900s. (b) SDMs containing more
species tend to receive higher MLE scores.
(c) The relationship between publication
year and model performance based on
nuclear genes (MLEnuclear) and SNPs
(MLESNP). The AIC scores for curve fitting
models are available in Supporting
Information Table S3
equivalent to the groupings used in the top-ranked five-species

hypotheses should become more robust through time as new data

SDM (Table 3). The SNP data are able to distinguish the southern

and specimens accumulate, and this should result in an increase in

and central Baja California groups, but they cannot distinguish the

the performance of SDMs through time. However, differing philoso-

Southern California populations where their genotypes appear

phies regarding systematic practices can result in conflicting taxo-

admixed (Figure 1).

nomic hypotheses that are independent of the analysis of empirical
data (Vane-Wright, 2003).

3.5 | Single-locus species discovery

Using genetic data and marginal likelihood estimation as the arbiters of performance, we found that the accuracy of taxonomic

Distance-based and tree-based species discovery using mtDNA data

hypotheses cannot necessarily be judged according to the decade or

supported as few as four (12S) and as many as eight (ND2) putative

century when they were proposed. The taxonomic trend in coast

species (Supporting Information Table S4). The ABGD and mPTP

horned lizards is for sharp fluctuations in the number of taxa recog-

methods support the same number of species using the 12S gene,

nized through time (Table 1; Figure 2a). Taxonomic trends in mam-

although ABGD discovers fewer species than mPTP using both ND1

mals support an increase in the number of taxa through time not

(five vs. six) and ND2 (five vs. eight). This high level of uncertainty in

through the discovery of new species, but largely due to taxonomic

single-locus species discovery using mtDNA is similar to results

inflation stemming from reclassifications (Isaac, Mallet, & Mace,

reported for other species of Phrynosoma (Blair & Bryson, 2017).

2004). Regardless of what causes increasing numbers of taxa through
time (species discovery or splitting), our evaluation of SDMs for coast

4 | DISCUSSION
4.1 | Taxonomic trends

horned lizards using a Bayesian model comparison framework does
not support a positive linear relationship between SDM performance
and publication date. Instead, both nuclear genes and SNPs suggest
that SDM performance reached a plateau in the 1950s (Figure 2c).

We investigated trends in the performance of SDMs through time in

For coast horned lizards, taxonomic models have not necessarily

coast horned lizards, a taxonomic group with a long and detailed his-

improved through time. The main factors underlying fluctuations in

tory of systematic study. First attempts at delimiting species in

the number of species recognized within coast horned lizards stem

understudied groups are often limited by data availability, either in

from different philosophies regarding lumping and splitting, and opin-

the form of few specimens, few data or both. Ideally, taxonomic

ions on how to partition geographic variation into discrete units.
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F I G U R E 3 Three species of coast horned lizards are supported by de novo analyses of the nuclear genes and SNP data. (a) Spatially explicit
estimation of population structure using the eight nuclear loci in Geneland. The posterior distribution for (K) and the geographic distributions
of populations under the K = 3 model. Geographic areas with low population assignment probability are in white (0.1), and the contour lines
depict the spatial change into regions of high assignment probability (1.0). (b) SNP-based species discovery; DAPC clustering inference using
the BIC criterion in adegenet and the geographic distributions under the K = 3 model. The species tree topology was estimated with SNAPP.
The P. blainvillii + P. cerroense clade has a posterior probability of 1.0 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
When conducting coalescent-based species delimitation, failing

nonnested, providing the flexibility to compare taxonomic hypothe-

to partition samples into the correct groups can have a greater nega-

ses containing different numbers of species or different species

tive consequence on the performance of a model than lumping spe-

assignments. Third, the methods integrate over gene trees, species

cies. Several empirical studies have demonstrated that models

trees and other model parameters, allowing SDMs to be compared

containing more species tend to receive higher marginal likelihoods

and ranked without conditioning on any parameters being known,

(Bryson et al., 2014; Nieto-Montes de Oca et al., 2017), raising the

and without regard to the number of parameters in the models.

general concern that coalescent methods may result in oversplitting

Finally, using Bayesian model comparison approaches to evaluate

(Sukumaran & Knowles, 2017). We found that SDM performance

and rank taxonomic hypotheses is a step towards helping taxonomy

varied considerably depending on the number of species in the

become a twenty-first-century information science (Adams, 2001;

model (Table 4; Figure 2b). Several three-species models outper-

Godfray, 2002).

formed some four- and five-species SDMs, and the top-ranked five-

There are several critical limitations of Bayesian model compar-

species model outperformed the six-species SDMs (Figure 2b). An

ison for species delimitation. Requiring predefined species assign-

important factor determining model performance is the number of

ments restricts the utility of the method to comparing existing

species in a model, and this is often the focus of species validation

models as opposed to searching among all possible species assign-

model testing. However, for models containing the same number of

ments, and this is an obvious disadvantage for studies aiming to dis-

species, accurately partitioning samples into species is critical. As a

cover cryptic diversity (Carstens et al., 2013). In the context of

consequence, we predict that different taxonomic philosophies

species validation, simulation studies have found that SDMs that

regarding lumping or splitting species could have less of an influence

lump species together are easier to distinguish from the true model

on model performance than does the correct identification of species

vs. SDMs that oversplit samples into multiple species (Grummer

boundaries.

, Fujita, et al., 2014), suggesting that the method
et al., 2013; Leache
may be prone to oversplitting, especially if the SDMs are designed

4.2 | Bayesian model comparison

and tested using the same data. However, we note that the issue of
oversplitting is not unique to Bayesian model comparison or even to

Despite being in the early stages of development, Bayesian model

molecular systematics; many of the coast horned lizard SDMs based

comparison has some advantages that make it particularly useful for

on morphology have at least as many proposed taxa as those based

comparing taxonomic hypotheses. First, taxonomic hypotheses often

on genetics.

contain specific details on how to partition samples into the appro-

Missing data can cause a potential problem during Bayesian

priate number of species, and how to assign samples to those spe-

model comparison where SDM rankings are influenced by unequal

cies, resulting in explicit SDMs. Second, the SDMs can be

numbers of SNPs as well as by sample partitioning. RADseq
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methods are prone to missing data (Wagner et al., 2013), and

another new species (Montanucci, 2004). With respect to genetic

SDMs containing more species might contain fewer SNPs simply

data, large sampling gaps remain, and specimens from these regions

because SNAPP removes loci that do not contain alleles for each

are needed to refine population boundaries and to test for gene flow

species. Conversely, SDMs containing few species will tend to have

in areas of apparent phenotypic intergradation. Furthermore, multilo-

more SNPs. As a consequence, the model with the fewest SNPs

cus genetic data can help identify populations that are divergent on

(and most species) will have a higher marginal likelihood score com-

deep timescales, enabling biologists to better interpret widespread

pared to a model with more SNPs (and fewer species), and there-

geographic variation within species. If in the future additional genetic

fore,

highest

data support a model of isolation by distance or broad areas of

(Noguerales, Cordero, & Ortego, 2018). We compared SDMs using

genetic intergradation between species, then coast horned lizard tax-

equal numbers of the same SNPs, which should provide more accu-

onomy may continue to fluctuate.

the

model

with

the

most

species

will

rank

rate results that are reflective of differences in sample assignments
and not levels of missing data.

The nuclear loci and SNP data analysed in this study both support K = 3 population models with similar population compositions

A major limitation of current implementations of the MSC for

(Figure 3). The de novo approach to population estimation using

species delimitation is that they do not consider gene flow. Incon-

nuclear loci and SNPs provides additional evidence supporting the

gruence among loci is assumed to be the result of incomplete lin-

integrative taxonomy model for the group that already draws on

eage sorting by most MSC methods (including those used here), and

information from morphology, ecology, genetics (mtDNA) and repro-

, Harris,
distinguishing this process from gene flow is difficult (Leache

 et al., 2009). The three species recognized
ductive isolation (Leache

Rannala, & Yang, 2014). Even when populations are admixed, as is

under this model are Phrynosoma blainvillii, Phrynosoma cerroense and

the case with the California populations of Phrynosoma blainvillii

P. coronatum, with geographic distributions in northern Baja Califor-

(Figure 1), Bayesian model comparison using the MSC supports

nia and California, central Baja California (including Cedros Island)

them as distinct. This overconfidence in selecting a model contain-

and southern Baja California, respectively (Figure 3). There is a gen-

ing more species seems to be related to the more general problem

eral consensus among biologists that an integrative approach that

in Bayesian analysis of choosing among incorrect models (Yang &

combines diverse types of data from ecology, morphology and

Zhu, 2018). In terms of species delimitation with gene flow, if the

genetics will help increase taxonomic accuracy (Dayrat, 2005;

true model is a two-species isolation–migration model, then an MSC

, 2015).
Noguerales et al., 2018; Solıs-Lemus, Knowles, & Ane

model with no migration will view a two-species isolation model as

The integrative taxonomy model containing three species is at

less wrong than a one-species model, even if the migration rates

odds with the outcome of Bayesian model selection, which favours

are high enough to consider the populations a single species

five species. Integrative taxonomy is generally the preferred choice,

, Zhu, Rannala, & Yang, 2018). In the context of coast
(Leache

as the consideration of multiple lines of evidence is more holistic

horned lizards, the taxonomic implication of this problem is that

and can strengthen taxonomic hypotheses (De Queiroz, 2007). The

Bayesian model selection favours the structured populations within

Bayesian model selection approach might be overconfident in its

Phrynosoma blainvillii as three separate species despite being con-

support for five species, because it is being forced to select from

nected by gene flow. The species validation tests are trying to

among misspecified models that do not account for gene flow. How-

select among models that are all incorrect because they ignore gene

ever, there could be some merit in recognizing additional species

flow, and therefore, a model containing more species is favoured.

beyond just P. blainvillii, P. cerroense and P. coronatum. There is evi-

There is a real need for the continued development of methods that

dence for structured populations within P. blainvillii in California,

can deal directly with gene flow during species delimitation (Jack-

including mtDNA support for three clades with limited sympatry,

son, Carstens, Morales, & O’Meara, 2017).

narrow geographic zones of admixture based on SNPs and the K = 4
population structure model (not shown) supports the Northern Cali-

4.3 | Coast horned lizard systematics

fornia population (P. “frontale”) as distinct. Fine-scale analyses of
population structure within P. blainvillii across California are needed

Why has it been so difficult to identify species boundaries in the

to determine the geographic extent of gene flow among these struc-

Phrynosoma coronatum species complex for the last 180 years? The

tured populations, which will assist in establishing the persistence

root of the problem is that geographic variation in phenotypes and

and potential durability of these populations (Singhal, Hoskin, Cou-

genotypes is often continuous and therefore difficult to bin into dis-

per, Potter, & Mortiz, 2018). Phrynosoma blainvillii is a Species of

crete taxonomic units (Vane-Wright, 2003; Wake, 2006). Early

Special Concern in California (Thomson, 2016), and evidence for dis-

attempts at delimiting species in this group were limited by a lack of

tinct genetic lineages in any region of California would have impor-

specimens from remote parts of Baja California, Mexico, which

tant implications for management and conservation.

resulted in large sampling gaps. Klauber (1936) was the first to
declare that the last sampling gap was filled and that specimens
were finally available for a rigorous morphological study. However,
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